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To whom it may concern

I herewith submit my opinion regarding the blood test analyses of Mr. Pascal Najadi, dated
28 February 2023, performed by Prof. Dr. Brigitte König, Magdeburg LaboratoryjGermany.

The test results clearly indicate that Mr. Najadi is suffering from irreparable longterm
effects provoked by the injected mRNA product manufactured by PiizerBiontech. The
agent is a substance with lifethreatening toxic properties that stem from two sources.
The first is the packaging material that is required to protect the mRNA and enable the
gene to be taken up into cells. The packaging material contains large amounts of
positively charged, cationic lipids that are man-made and do not ociur in
nature. Myriad cellular functions are normally maintained through the action of
negatively charged molecules, and interference of these functions by positively
charged lipids is inevitable. Specifically, it is established that cationii lipids coÄpromise
mitochondrial function and this causes depletion of energy that can lead to cell death (1).

The dangerous nature of cationic lipids has long been known and their use in humans was
prohibited prior to 2020. This rule was violated with the eme.rgency use approval of the
Biontech/Pfizer vaccine.

Biontech did declare that preclinical safety studies had been conducted. However, this is
today known to have been a blatant untruth. BiontechPfizer did not conduct a single
preclinical study that documented the safety of their product. On the other hand, ä
scientific investigation publish ed in 2021 showed the complete opposite: cationic lipids
contained in the mRNA packaging material are highly toxic and cause severe inflammatory
tissue reactions at the injection site of mice (2) similar to what is observed in many vaccinä
recipients (3). lntranasal instillation in the mice led to severe pneumonia with ofteÄ fatal
outcome (2). Of note, the concentration of cationic lipids present in the Pfizer vaccine is
more than tenfold higher than the concentration applied to mice (3), and one-hundred
fold higher than the concentration that was found to reduce cell energy (ATp) and initiate
cell death in laboratory experiments (1).

The second mortal danger of the COV|Dl g vaccine is the spike protein that is
produced by myriad cells throughout the body. The spike gene was manipulated to create
a gain-of-function mutant and fulfills the definition of a bioweapon. Billions of the
weaponized genes are injected, and an unfathomable number enter the bloodstream to
reach all parts of the body. Systemic dissemination of such exorbitant numbers of alien
genes never occurs during any natural virus infection. Follgwing vaccination, spike
prodqction rapidly commences throughout the body. The spike protein itself is highty toxic.
The qltimate catastrophe, however, derives from the fact that the immune system
recognizes and attacks all cells that produce a foreign "non-self'protein. ln effect, COVID-
vaccination thus induces generalized autoimmune diseases with myriad possible
consequences and manifestations. Publications attesting to this fact are readily available
in the scientific literature.



Manufacturers of the gene-based COVID-vaccines continue to market their
products in the face of all the damning evidence that calls for their immediate withdrawal.
It is now known that the lifetime of the artifioial mRNA is far longer than that of naturally
occurring mRNA. Therefore, autoimmune events will be long-lasting and intensify with
every booster injection. With regard to the cationic lipids, no pathway for their degradation
and removal from cells has yet been discovered. lt must be feared that repeated injections
result in their accumulation, thus also prolonging and augmenting their toxic properties.

Mr. Najadi enjoyed the best of health prior to vaccination. Since then, however, he suffers
from chronic fatigue, weakness, anxiety and mental depression. His blood tests reveal
marked reduction in cellularATP-levels and elevation of CRP, the marker of systemic
inflammation. This must be a cause of gravest concern. ATP produced by mitochondria is
the currency of the living cell. Compromise of mitochondrial function reduces ATP-levels
and shortens the lifespan of cells (5). Chronic inflammation increases the demand on ATP
and will intensify the detrimental effects of mitochondrial impairment.

All the available scientific evidence indicates that the PfizerBiontech injections have
shortened Mr.Najadi's life expectancy. He is mortally wounded, a fate that is being shared
by countless world citizens who were lulled or coerced into receiving the experimental
COVID-vaccine without any informed or written consent. The burden of proof must be
reversed and in the name of all the aggrieved, I call on justice to now be done.

Signed and Certified by:

Professor Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi
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